
So, You’ve 
Moved Your Dev 
to the Cloud. 
Now What?



Introduction
The first time you hear a pitch for moving your 

dev to the cloud, it always sounds like a golden 

opportunity. No hassle, no downsides. A bright 

new world where you never have to worry about 

running out of compute power. 

 Our Big Dev Survey showed that 76% of you

have already embarked on your cloud journey 

chasing those big promises.

If you’re reading this, you’re probably among 

that 76%. You’ve made that leap — or you’re 

right on the precipice of doing so.

You’ve followed all those golden promises of 

flexibility, efficiency, and cost savings. And 

ended up feeling more in the dark than ever.
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You don’t know how much capacity you need. 

How much you’re using. How to keep track of all 

this new infrastructure. 

And then, just as you’ve started to calm down — 

WHAM. A big, scary cloud bill hits you out of 

nowhere.

Or you look at your productivity and realize that 

it hasn’t shot up at quite the rate you expected.

Nowhere is that pressure more acutely felt than 

in an automotive industry where when it comes 

to software engineering, there is no margin

for error.

And you start to ask yourself, is this what life in 

the cloud is really like? Have I been oversold?
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Times are a-changing. 

And inefficient cloud 

usage is on its way out. 

You’ve always been under pressure to control 

costs, increase productivity, and deliver ROI — 

but in the current economic climate, that 

pressure is probably becoming a crushing 

weight. 

That’s why there’s a huge push across the 

industry to retake control of cloud spend, 

without sacrificing performance. 

But where do you begin?  

Well, how you solve these challenges all 

depends on where you are in your cloud 

journey.

it’s only a matter of time before you forget to 

close one down and end up paying for unused 

extra capacity. To see ROI from the cloud, you’ll 

need to really upgrade your DevOps processes, 

so you can react faster to peaks in resource 

demand or low capacity and react in smart, 

efficient ways as your needs evolve.

You might suddenly realize you’ve wasted

hundreds of hours trying to manually manage

your capacity.

You might find that the quality of your product

or service suffers because you’re continually

running out of capacity or scrambling to work

around outages.

Or you might be hit with a terrible case of

“cloud bill shock” when all that unused and

unnecessary extra capacity sticks you with an

unexpectedly huge bill.
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• Automation (aka saving time) - The cloud’s true 

strength lies in its flexibility — its ability to scale

up and down as needed, so you only pay for

what you need. But managing that manually

takes a whole lot of time and effort — and it’s

highly vulnerable to human error. If you’re

manually spinning up and shutting down

instances as and when you need them,

Cloud ROI can be 

complicated

So, what’s really going on here?

Well, most cloud challenges crop up in four 

major areas: 

• Visibility (aka how much you need) - You’ve

invested in a big chunk of cloud capacity, and

now you don’t know how much of it you’re

actually using. You’re “paying too much for

too much” or, in other words,

over-provisioning without knowing how much 

of your capacity is going to waste.

• Understanding (aka what you need) – Making

the leap to the cloud without researching all

the different server types and instances on

offer is kind of like buying a very expensive suit

without checking your measurements; it’s

going to end up being ill-fitting,

uncomfortable, and not covering everything

you need it to. But it’ll still cost you a lot of

money.

• Preparation (aka building in fallbacks) – Every

type of infrastructure has its own risks, and the

cloud is no exception. But lots of dev teams

jump into cloud adoption without any kind of

safety net — which can mean costs shoot up

rapidly when something goes wrong. It’s

crucial that you have a backup mechanism

designed for these situations, so that you can

shift operations in the event of an outage.

Manual load balancing and other similar

solutions can help, but they’re only partial fixes.



The three stages of 
the cloud journey 
Let’s figure out where you are in your cloud journey, so we can focus in on your 

biggest challenges and current priorities. 

Fully orchestrate your cloud 

environment and provide the 

right power at the right price 

without sacrificing performance
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Accelerate your computing even more 

and start your digital transformation 

seamlessly (Incredibuild is the AWS 

Global Migration Partner for 2022)

Thinking about the Cloud

Burst to the cloud more 

efficiently and allocate the 

right resources to your teams, 

anywhere, at any time

Moving to the Cloud Already there

Stage 1: Dipping your toes in

What does this look like?

You’re right at the beginning of your cloud adoption, and still building your strategy. For now, you’re still 

relying on your own on-premise tools and technology although you have an eye on cloud technology.

Right now, your motivation probably comes from remembering what happened during crunch time on your 

last project: the frustration, the frantic search for capacity, and your team’s curbed productivity.

There’s still a good amount of groundwork to do — from both a DevOps perspective and an IT perspective — 

before you make any significant changes. And a lot of elements are still up in the air, including how much 

capacity you need, which cloud provider you’re going to choose, and how you’re going to make the shift.

• Cutting down on long build times

• Less waiting around while machines are busy on build.

Which means greater productivity and more time to

spend on the stuff your devs love to do: building quality

software and finding creative solutions to their

challenges.

What are your priorities?
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• Improving the dev experience. No more

having to switch rapidly between jobs

depending on how much capacity is

available. Less mind-numbing twiddling

of thumbs while compute-intensive

processes are running. Less time wasted

and better job satisfaction all round.



You’ve made the big leap, making the cloud a major and essential part of your operations. You probably have 

a compute farm of CI machines running entirely in the cloud, but you’ve also moved to a cloud-based 

developer environment — particularly for your remote teams. 

Stage 3:

Total cloud immersion

What are your priorities?

• Keeping cloud costs under control. Not just charges for cloud resources, but the cost of maintenance too.

You keep seeing yourself “paying too much for too much”, frittering money away on capacity you’re not

even using.

• You’re always using too much or too little cloud capacity. You might be using trigger-based scalability, but

it’s inflexible and inefficient. You need a better way to optimize your cloud usage.

• Finding an alternative to cloud vendor autoscaling solutions. You might have experimented a little with spot

instances, but you haven’t figured out how to use them to their full advantage.

Stage 2:

One foot in the cloud 

• Using the cloud to its full potential. You’re probably still running out of compute power from time to time.

• Supporting flexible working and “work from anywhere” (WFA) by allowing your users to get a boost of

compute power from anywhere.

• Managing your cloud usage and costs. Spinning spot instances up and down is cost-effective but

complicated. You’re worried you’re going to lose track of your cloud capacity and get hit with one of those

behemoth bills.

What are your priorities?
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You’re already using some cloud assets successfully, but you’re unsure about fully committing to the clolud. 

And, honestly, you might never need to. 

Instead, you’re using it strategically, “bursting” into the cloud during times of peak demand and then returning 

to on-prem once the storm has passed. Or you might just be using the cloud for certain processes like CI 

builds but keeping developer environments on-prem. 



But what does that look like exactly? Let’s take 

a look at how the teams with the best cloud 

ROI do it.
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How well do you 
know your build?
So, we’ve established that each stage of the cloud journey comes with its own challenges and priorities. 

But most of those challenges — and the pathway to achieving those goals — come down to one blind spot that 

affects a huge range of cloud users. 

A blind spot that sends bills soaring and leaves too many dev teams struggling to achieve the productivity and 

efficiency improvements they’ve been promised. 

Nine times out of ten, getting the ROI you need from your cloud investment just means carefully auditing  

the anatomy of your build. A build monitor is a great way to do this fast and accurately .

You’ll need to know:

• At the task level, exactly how much compute

power do your team need to work to the best

of their ability?

• On a given day, how much compute power

do you have to spare?

• How do these things change from minute

to minute?

• Where are the bottlenecks, and when you can

expect lots of different tasks to demand lots of 

compute power at the same time?

• How much compute power do you have on

average vs. at peak times?

Most cloud 
challenges come 
down to a blind 
spot that affects 
a huge range of 
users

https://www.incredibuild.com/the-build-monitor
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The fully optimized 
cloud strategy  
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True hybrid 
cloud 

Spot instance 
orchestration

Dynamic 
autoscaling

Visibility

Seamless 
onboarding

Compute 
power 

optimization

The reality is, adopting the cloud usually isn’t just about, well, adopting the cloud — not if you want to keep 

control of those bills and maximize your ROI.

Let’s take a look at how the teams with the best cloud ROI do it.

Now that you know where the bottlenecks are in 

your dev process — the peaks and troughs in your 

compute demand and the moments where all of 

your most compute-intensive processes seem to 

converge — you can figure out how to relieve that 

pressure.

For most dev teams, a hybrid cloud approach 

makes the most sense here. Instead of moving 

processes to the cloud wholesale, set up a 

process that means you can “burst” into the 

cloud whenever you hit the ceiling of your 

on-prem capacity. 

One thing to bear in mind: To pull this off, you’ll 

need a tool that can automate the process of 

bursting into the cloud during periods of high 

demand. 

Take a true hybrid cloud 

approach 
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You should also look at ways that you can 

reduce the risk associated with using spot 

instances, so that you can use that cheaper 

capacity without risking continuity. Spot fleets 

— collections of spot instances that are 

launched at the same time, so that if your 

provider revokes one instance you can 

seamlessly switch to another — can be an 

excellent first step here. 

On top of this, many dev teams use smart 

orchestration tools to create “fallback 

mechanisms”. These tools monitor your spot 

instances and your cloud capacity and adapt to 

any changes. If one of your instances is 

disrupted, your software will automatically find 

a suitable replacement with the right amount of 

capacity; if it can’t find a spot instance, it might 

switch temporarily from spot instances to 

on-demand instances. 

Otherwise, you’ll have to assign a DevOps person (or even multiple people) to constantly monitor capacity 

and spin instances up and down as you need them. Which means you’ll really just be swapping inefficient 

cloud use for inefficient use of your people’s time and expertise — and that really undermines your goal of 

maximizing ROI. 

Luckily, the right tool allows you to scale your cloud capacity up and down at the click of a button, whenever 

you need to (you can hear our customer, Minitab, talking about how it works for them here).

Get to grips with spot 

instances

Spot instances are one of those tools that can 

benefit almost every dev team — but an 

astounding number of people have no idea what 

they are or how to use them.

Most cloud suppliers have a decent amount of 

extra, unused capacity lying around. They need 

to have a buffer, just in case customer demand 

surges, but on an average day it’s just 

languishing — unused and, therefore, 

unprofitable. 

By using a “spot instance”, you’re essentially 

borrowing some of that cloud capacity from 

your supplier — and because they’re not using it, 

they’ll give it to you at a heavily discounted 

price. In some cases for up to 90% less than 

on-demand instances.

The downside is that this capacity is never really 

yours. It’s a loan. If your cloud provider’s 

demand goes up, they’ll take the spot instances 

back — and you’ll usually only have a few 

minutes’ notice to clear your workloads.

That means you need to be smart about how 

you use spot instances. First of all, you want to 

make sure you’re only using spot instances for 

stateless applications that run short-term tasks 

— ones that won’t cause too much disruption if 

your cloud provider takes their capacity back.

In some cases 
you can get spot 
instances for up 
to 90% less than 
on-demand 
instances

https://www.workfall.com/learning/blog/how-to-run-fault-tolerant-workloads-for-up-to-90-off-using-amazon-ec2-spot-instances/
https://www.incredibuild.com/blog/how-cloud-spot-instances-help-devs-keep-costs-under-control


How many of your builds do you really need? 

How often in your software development cycle 

are you wasting cloud capacity building 

something that has already been built 

identically before? 

Unnecessary rebuilds were an irritation when 

you were working on-prem. Now, they’re a 

huge cloud bill waiting to happen. 

It’s a harsh truth, but luckily it comes with a 

simple solution. Start using build caches to 

store your build outputs.

This way, if you need an identical build for a 

different project — or want to share a build 

you’ve created with a team member — you 

can easily reuse the same build without 

wasting resources and time rebuilding the 

same components. And, if you do need to 

make changes to your build, anything that isn’t 

cacheable can just be distributed in parallel, 

speeding up the process by sharing the load 

between multiple devices. 

Stop wasting compute 

power on pointless 

builds

Most of these tips are focused on the technical 

side of cloud optimization, but don’t forget the 

human side of the equation. 

Make onboarding 

seamless 
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Make good use of 

autoscaling

  Autoscaling essentially means, as Microsoft 

 puts it, “dynamically allocating resources to

match performance requirements.” In other 

words, an application allocates more resources 

as your volume of work grows, and fewer 

resources as demand decreases.

This is the principle that’s behind that hybrid 

cloud approach we discussed above. The key 

distinction is that, instead of you having to 

manually spin up more resources whenever 

demand goes up, an autoscaling application 

automatically adds or removes instances for 

you. All you need to do is define when the 

application should add instances, how many it 

should add, and when it should start closing 

instances down again. 

However, traditional autoscaling only gets you 

part of the way there. Using autoscaling with 

triggers defined by machine parameters still 

requires you to be on top of triggers, compute 

status, and maintenance of the system. 

Moving a more 
core-based 
autoscaling model 
means that you can 
let the platform 
handle the heavy 
lifting.

You never have to worry about disruptions in 

service; the autoscaler will always be there to 

catch you before your infrastructure becomes 

overwhelmed. And, crucially, you only pay for 

what you need. 

This way, you don’t have to constantly try and 

anticipate how your compute demands will rise 

and fall — or scramble to find more compute 

power when an unexpected surge in demand 

occurs.

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/best-practices/auto-scaling


Whether you’re just exploring a hybrid cloud 

approach or making a bigger cloud 

commitment, you’re going to be changing the 

way you run some processes. 

Which means that any team members affected 

need to be trained on best practices for your 

specific cloud strategy and cloud provider. It’s 

easy for untrained devs to make costly mistakes 

that waste capacity, create inefficiencies, and 

drive up cloud costs — so make sure they have a 

thorough understanding of when, how, and why 

they should use your cloud resources.

At every stage, think carefully about how your 

strategy might need to evolve and spend some 

time getting all of your team members up to 

speed — it’ll pay off in the long run. 

•When you first implement your cloud solution

• When you start a new type of project or

tackle a new kind of task in the cloud

• When new devs join the team

You’ll need to think about onboarding at three 
stages:

We’ve already said that the key to getting good 

cloud ROI is keeping close track of exactly how 

much capacity you’re using. 

If you decide to try out any of the other tips 

we’ve covered in this section, a good dashboard 

can help you track their effectiveness — and 

probably uncover new areas for you to optimize 

and adjust. Cloud bills are tricky things; as soon 

as you take your eye off them, they can easily 

start to creep outside of the boundaries you’ve 

set. And it won’t be long before they spiral out of 

control. 

So make visibility a priority. Check in on your 

usage regularly, and keep an eye out for signs 

you might be reaching the edge of your 

capacity. It’s a small change that can have a 

huge impact on your cloud spend. 

Embrace the dashboard 
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Where to begin? 

It’s easy to get overwhelmed by the complexity 

of the cloud when you first start using it. With 

all the horror stories out there about enormous 

bills, wasted capacity, and undetected 

inefficiencies, it can seem like your only options 

are on-prem frustration or cloud confusion.

But it really all comes down to two things: 

understanding your capacity needs and 

carefully tailoring your cloud strategy to make 

sure those needs are supported.

• If you’re just starting to plan your leap to the

cloud, a hybrid approach is a great place to

begin. This will give you the chance to test

how occasionally bursting into the cloud

affects your efficiency, your performance, and 

your bottom line. And, if all goes well, you’ll

find that your team always have access to the

right resources, anywhere, and at any time.

• If you’re already taking a hybrid approach

and want to migrate more operations to the

cloud without driving up costs, this is the time

to get really intimate with your build. Break

your capacity demands down to the task

level, and commit to fully orchestrating your

cloud environment. To see true ROI, you’ll

need to have complete visibility and total

control over your cloud usage, so that you can 

always provide your team with the right

power, at the right price, at the right time — all

without sacrificing performance. control over

your cloud usage, so that you can always

provide your team with the right power, at the

right price, at the right time — all without

sacrificing performance.

And that’s true wherever you are in your cloud 
journey. 

• If you’ve fully migrated to the cloud and want 

to cut costs, this is the time to conduct a close 

audit of your capacity and your tasks and

identify the areas where you’re wasting cloud

spend. Once again, it’s all about visibility and

control — and finding tools that can help you

get both of these things without spending all

day every day obsessing over your cloud

usage.
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Incredibuild has created the industry's leading 

platform for development acceleration, 

delivering faster dev cycles and time to market, 

with more compute power and less cost on 

prem and in the cloud. Integrated with 

Incredibuild’s industry-leading virtualized 

parallel distribution, newly launched patent 

pending 

Build Cache technology lets development 

teams store previous build data, drastically 

reducing build times and improving 

erformance; and flexible licensing allows for 

better resource management, resulting in 

costand time savings with zero waste. 

Incredibuild accelerates cloud development on 

AWS, Google Cloud and Azure

Phone. +972-3-6912440  |  Email. info@incredibuild.com
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